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History:

Dirac: anti-matter, Dirac sea, negative energy & Vacuum (1928)         
LUND & UK : studies of particle creation
T.D. Lee: Symmetry & Vacuum as new directions (~1985)

Wilczek: materiality of a vacuum (2017)
The lightness of being

Bis & Wilczek: The structured vacuum theory
Lattice and superconductivity

Description of Vacuum



T.D. Lee: advocates RHIC experiments as an idea place to
study Vacuum, and Symmetry and Vacuum are the two 
major physics topics in 21 century.

Experimental results related to Vacuum
DIS (Deep Inelastic Scattering)
BEC (Bose-Einstein correlation) – size of source
Charmed mesons production in e+e- experiment 
e.g. e+e-→D∗−D0+



Groups from LUND U & UK 
have been working on 
particle creation



Description of Vacuum



Description of Vacuum



DIS (Deep Inelastic Scattering) – e P scattering

e

e

e

Keep idea of materiality of vacuum,
creation of particle depends on 
local energy available and surround 
vacuum polarization

Vacuum 
polarization

Energy



It is easy to write down E = mc2,  but it is hard to imagine both quark & 
antiquark having positive masses and reside in Vacuum.  If we believe that 
quarks or antiquarks bares no mass in Vacuum, then WHEN will they gain 
their masses during particle creation? 

Two experimental examples:

-- f0(980) production in gg collisions ( gg→ + - )

-- Exclusive e+e-→ 𝐷∗−𝐷0𝜋+ events

Mass in particle creation – from quark to particle
from massless to particle with mass



gg (+Vacuum)→ f0(980) → + -

Wave-Particle duality – f0(980) production in gg collisions
as an example of particle creation from Vacuum Interference of 𝜋𝜋 & KK in creation 

of f0(980), when both of them are 
created from Vacuum

Contribution of KK wave function starts at 2xmK (986MeV) 
as a pair of real particles – wave function and mass

PDG data

Mass f0(980): 990? ± 20 MeV

f0(980) decays into 𝜋𝜋 & KK
Width: G(𝜋𝜋)/G(𝜋𝜋+KK) 
= 0.52 ± 0.12

Energy of gg

(986MeV) Similar situation for baryonium 
under PP threshold or 
search of 𝐷∗0

→𝐷+𝜋−

(2006.8 → 1869.7+139.6 = 2009.3)
G(𝐷∗0)<2.1MeV

M(+ -)



(𝜋+𝜋+ or 𝜋−𝜋−)/𝜋+𝜋− in e+e-. PP/PഥP, Heavy ion  

Size of source determined by BEC (Bose-Einstein correlation)

PP P ത𝑃

S+Pb

𝑆 = 200A GeV 
R = 4.5 fm

𝑆 = 63GeV 
R = 1.13 fm

𝑆 = 63GeV 
R = 1.13 fm

Principle of HBT interferometry
(Hanbury-Brown-Twiss)



BEC (size of source) in e+e- / PP/PഥP experiments 

Published results show size of source 
increases as ECM increases, with cigar
shape. Size increases faster along beam  
direction, not jet direction. 

Is this related to nature of Vacuum?
“medium” is excited (vacuum polarization) 
as e+ or e- passes through Vacuum and de-
excites. The “excited medium” will be easier 
to be ionized/materialized and form matter. 
Consequently size increases along beam 
direction.

Analog: Geiger counter
Counter-Check: Is source size jet direction 
dependent

e+e-→ jets event



Vacuum polarization  

Screening in QED

Plasma wake field

“Plasma wake field” in Vacuum

When charged 
particle is moving

Vacuum



Vacuum polarization  
disturbance caused by e+e- / PP / Heavy Ion

Head-on collision

Peripheral collision
(Two-photon physics)
Ultra-peripheral collision

e+e- : Belle -2
PP : LHC
Heavy Ion: LHC, RHIC



BEC (size of source) in heavy ion collision experiments 

Will different conditions of center energy ECM & impact parameter b affect BEC from 
the same heavy ion collision experiment.  
Head-on collision
Peripheral collision
Ultra-peripheral collision

Multiplicity of heavy ion collision could be > 10,000, most 
of them come from Vacuum.  Expect size of source in X&Y 
increases in peripheral events when ECM decreases.

Au + Au 
200GeV/n4 fm

6 fm

8 fm Ultr-peripheral collision



Vacuum polarization  
disturbance caused by e+e- / PP / Heavy Ion

vacuum polarization can be studied 
by source size in e+e- / PP / Heavy 
Ion experiments under different 
conditions.

Comparison of e+e- / PP / Heavy 
Ion and Central/Peripheral/ Ultra-
peripheral events renders an inner 
look how polarization occurs at 
extremely small scale of space & 
time.

Energy available @RHIC~200A GeV,
& ~2000A GeV@LHC, but source 
size x10?

Vacuum of 
materiality



Exclusive e+e-→ 𝐷∗−M→ 𝐷∗−𝐷0 𝜋+ events (3-body)
Experimental data shows 𝐷∗− recoils against a quasi-particleM, 
whereM is invariant mass of 𝐷0 𝜋+

Exclusive e+e-→ 𝐷∗−𝐷+ 𝜋+ 𝜋−

Exclusive e+e-→ 𝐷∗−𝐷0 𝜋+ 𝜋+ 𝜋−

When and where mass comes

Increasing 
mass of M
(𝐷0 𝜋+)

As if “two-particles” are created from Vacuum
@T = T0, and M decays into 𝐷0 𝜋+ @T = T1. 

XP(D) = P(D)/Pmax

Exclusive:

SEi = 𝑆; S𝑃𝑖= 0 

M



Xp = P(D*)/Pmax(D*)

MC
Phase space

Belle data

M(D0,)
2004

2010

<2100



Exclusive e+e-→ 𝐷∗−M→ 𝐷∗−𝐷0 𝜋+ events (3-body)
Experimental data shows 𝐷∗− recoils against a quasi-particle M, 
whereM is invariant mass of 𝐷0 𝜋+

Exclusive e+e-→ 𝐷∗−𝐷+ 𝜋+ 𝜋−

Exclusive e+e-→ 𝐷∗−𝐷0 𝜋+ 𝜋+ 𝜋−

When and where mass comes

Increasing 
mass of M
(𝐷0 𝜋+)

As if “two-particles” are created from Vacuum
@T = T0, and M decays into 𝐷0 𝜋+ @T = T1. 

XP(D) = P(D)/Pmax

Exclusive:

SEi = 𝑆; S𝑃𝑖= 0 

M



A series studies on 
Exclusive e+e-→ 𝐷∗−𝐷0 𝜋+ / 𝐷∗−𝐷+ 𝜋0 / 𝐷∗−𝐷𝑠

+ 𝑘0 events
Quark ҧ𝑐𝑢 𝑐 ത𝑢 𝑢 ҧ𝑑 / ҧ𝑐𝑢 𝑐 ҧ𝑑 dത𝑢 / ҧ𝑐𝑢 𝑐 ҧ𝑠 s ҧ𝑑

uത𝑢 :          d ҧ𝑑 :           s ҧ𝑠
1       :           ~1       :         ~0.4

 & K are not created equally by Vacuum

Quark contents in Vacuum: Exclusive e+e-→𝐷∗−𝐷0 𝜋+/ Inclusive e+e-→(𝐷∗−𝐷+𝑋)/(𝐷∗−𝐷𝑠
+𝑋)

/  & k mesons created from Vacuum 

Densities of uത𝑢 and s ҧ𝑠 in Vacuum is different as an intrinsic property of 
Vacuum. or, strong coupling constant (as) is different for g→uത𝑢 and g→s ҧ𝑠

Maybe we can monitor near threshold behavior 
of + or Ks

0 in e+e-→D∗−D0+ or D∗−Ds
+Ks

0

events closely, because + or Ks
0 mass are 

different from u or s-quark mass or both of 
them are massless? Just like how BES 
collaboration determines t mass precisely.



Another check on Inclusive e+e-→(𝐷∗−𝐷+𝑋)/(𝐷∗−𝐷𝑠
+𝑋)

e+e-→𝐷∗−(𝐾+𝐾−) e+e-→𝐷∗−(+)𝑋→ 𝐷∗−𝐷+𝑋 / 𝐷∗−𝐷𝑠
+𝑋

𝐷0
→ 𝐾+𝐾−

→ 𝐾+𝐾−

M( 𝑲+𝑲− ) M(+) 

𝐷𝑠
+ → +

𝐷+ → +

 𝐷∗−𝐷𝑠
+𝑋

 𝐷∗−𝐷+𝑋
=

2160
4.5%x49.2%

660
0.00276

=
97,560

239,130
= 0.41

s/d = 0.41 s/d =0.41 consists with s/(u+d+s) = 0.1

𝐷𝑠
+ → +

𝐷+ → +



Branching fractions: (PDG 2023)

D+ → φπ+, φ → K + K − ( 2.69 + 0.07 − 0.08 ) × 10−3
Ds → φπ+, φ → K + K −     ( 2.21 ±0.06 ) %



From number of hadrons in e+e- annihilation at different ECM, one can extract number 
of  & k mesons created from Vacuum. There are two components of hadron creations 
in e+e- annihilations: hadrons from (1) leading quarks & the rest from (2) Vacuum. 
Leading quark forms leading particles as fragmentation process, then  & k from 
leading particle decay are the same at different ECM. 
Subtraction of numbers of  & k at different ECM cancels contribution from leading 
particle and leaves contribution of Vacuum.

Numbers of  & k mesons created from Vacuum (via gluon) In e+e- annihilation events

Leading c-quark → D / b-quark → B 
meson. Numbers of  & k-meson from 
D or B meson decay are the same no 
matter what e+e- annihilation energy
ECM, is. 



A quick check on Numbers of  & k mesons created from Vacuum (via gluon) 

e+e-→ u,d,c,s,b + (gluon)
→(mesons)+(mesons)



More from Exclusive charmed meson events
flavor, spin and diquark from Vacuum (mass issue)

e+e-→ 𝐷+ 𝐷− e+e-→ 𝐷∗+ 𝐷− e+e-→ Λ𝑐
+ Λ𝑐

−

e+e-→ 𝐷0 ഥ𝐷0

e+e-→ 𝐷𝑠
+ 𝐷𝑠

−

uഥ𝒖 / dഥ𝒅 / sത𝒔 spin                                             di-quark



XP distribution of exclusive 𝐷∗𝐷 𝜋 𝜋 (4-body) / 𝐷∗𝐷 r events 



(D*,D)

(D*+-,D-+)

(D*++,D--)

(D*+-,D*-+)

(D*,D*) (D*++,D*--)

Opening angles between D*      b. D*D  events                              c. D*D* events
and 1,2 in 4-body events 

Local charge 
compensation

As if “two-particles” are created from Vacuum,
Then Quasi particle decays (like cluster model)

Cosq2

Cosq2
Cosq1

Cosq1

XP distribution of exclusive 𝐷∗𝐷 𝜋 𝜋 /𝐷∗𝐷∗𝜋 𝜋 (4-body) events 

Violation of local 
charge conservation



e+e-→ ഥ𝐷0𝐷0
→ 𝑫𝟏𝑫𝟐 → ഥ𝐷∗0𝐷0

→ ഥ𝐷0𝜋−𝐷0
→ 𝐷∗−𝐷0𝜋+

→ ഥ𝐷0𝜋−𝐷0 𝜋+

or → ഥ𝐷0𝜋−𝐷0 or → ഥ𝐷0𝜋−𝐷0 𝜋+

→ X 𝑫𝟏𝑫𝟐 → XX 𝑫𝟏𝑫𝟐

Quantum correlation -- ഥ𝐷0𝐷0 / 𝑫𝟏𝑫𝟐 in exclusive 2-, 3- & 4-body events 
in e+e-→ ഥ𝐷0𝐷0 / ഥ𝐷∗0𝐷0

→ ഥ𝐷0𝜋−𝐷0 / 𝐷∗−𝐷0𝜋+
→ ഥ𝐷0𝜋−𝐷0 𝜋+ processes

When and where Wave function collapses?
When and where mass comes

If it is materiality Vacuum, then 
Vacuum can “store” information, 
like correlation.



e+e-→ ഥ𝐷0𝐷0
→ 𝑫𝟏𝑫𝟐 → ഥ𝐷∗0𝐷0

→ ഥ𝐷0𝜋−𝐷0
→ 𝐷∗−𝐷0𝜋+

→ ഥ𝐷0𝜋−𝐷0 𝜋+

Quantum correlation -- ഥ𝐷0𝐷0 / 𝑫𝟏𝑫𝟐

in e+e-→ ഥ𝐷0𝐷0 / ഥ𝐷∗0𝐷0
→ ഥ𝐷0𝜋0𝐷0 / 𝐷∗−𝐷0𝜋+

→ ഥ𝐷0𝜋−𝐷0 𝜋+ processes

When and where Wave function collapses?
When and where mass comes



Conclusion:

The interplay between Vacuum and particle creation helps us to understand 
intrinsic properties of Vacuum, if Vacuum is treated as a materiality one.
--- Particles are created from Vacuum via two-particle process (e+e- annihilation)
--- densities of flavor uത𝑢 : d ҧ𝑑 : s ҧ𝑠 = 1 : 1 : 04; 
--- possible studies on roles of spin, di-quark in Vacuum
--- mass in Vacuum: when & where
--- Quantum correlation in Vacuum : when & where wave function collapses

On-going experiments, Belle-2, LHCb, heavy ion, will continue to provide data to 
support studies of Vacuum and particle creation.  





(D*+-)
Opp sign

E

Cosq(D*,)

Search for e+e-→ (XYZ) ; (XYZ)±→ D*D from inclusive (𝑫∗−𝝅+ 𝑥) events
signature: High momentum  (~ 4 GeV) against D*+

(D*++)
Same sign

Cosq(D*,)
𝐷∗+ (ഥ𝐷0π−)

(𝐷∗+π−) ഥ𝐷0

(𝐷∗+ ഥ𝐷0)π−

(XYZ)+π−

(XYZ)+π−

𝐷∗+π+ ?



(gg→ P ത𝑃)

Asymptotic behavior

Poles & Angular analysis 



Resonance in Exclusive D*+D-+- events 

There are about 1/5 of 𝜋+ 𝜋− events comes from 𝜌0 decay and topology of those events 
are either (1, 3) or (3, 1).  So, events with (2, 2) topology are “pure” 4-body events and (1, 

3) events with 𝜌0 should be treated as 3-body events (D*+𝐷−r).


